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2020 is fast approaching, and with it the implementation of new regulations regarding sulphur content in bunker fuel 
which is going to have significant technical and commercial repercussions also on the dry bulk shipping sector. 

Last month, the Baltic Exchange announced that the benchmark bulkcarrier used for the calculation of their widely 
used timecharter indices will remain described as a "non-scrubber fitted vessel". 

This decision proved highly controversial, and the road to it attracted a lot of debate and intense lobbying from various 
parties. 

However, we believe that the decision to settle for a 'no scrubber" clarification makes sense, and essentially was the 
"default" option all along, being just a reconfirmation of the current definition. 

Whilst the adoption of scrubbers is a very controversial and polarising issue in itself, the reality on the ground is that in 
January 2020 no more than 10 percent of trading bulkcarriers will have exhaust scrubber equipment installed.   

Next year, the vast majority of vessels will simply take the route of using compliant low-sulphur fuels.   

It was not supposed to be like this. Last year, scrubber-enthusiasts were forecasting a much wider adoption of this 
technology, with supposedly quick financial returns based on expected wide price differentials between compliant and 
high-sulphur fuels.  

However, dry bulk shipowners are a pretty conservative bunch.  Also, after a number of lean years, they are quite a 
cash-strapped bunch. The prospect of having to invest upfront millions of dollars in the hope of potential returns 
seems too much of a gamble.  

The negative press regarding the open-loop version of the technology – the vast majority of those being installed – 
probably also helped to cool the enthusiasm. The technical problems experienced by many of the early adopters of 
water ballast treatments systems – another new anti-pollution technology – perhaps also made people stop and think.  

It is widely believed that the economics of a scrubber should work for larger bulkcarriers, such as Capesizes and VLOCs.  
For smaller vessels, in particular Supramaxes and Handies, the economics look far more shaky, and there is also often 
lack of physical space on board to install what is a rather bulky piece of equipment.  

Current adoption numbers suggest that by the end of 2020, up to 30 percent of Capesizes could be scrubber-fitted.  
For smaller vessels, the adoption rates will be much, much smaller.  

This in itself creates a perverse incentive. As most small vessels will rely entirely on compliant fuel, there will be little 
incentive for bunker suppliers to stock high sulphur fuel at more remote ports. Therefore, scrubber-fitted small vessels 
could have significant problems with fuel availability. 

There is no doubt that the timecharter rate for a scrubber fitted vessel should include a premium compared to a 
comparative non-scrubber fitted vessels. They will, after all, be able to use cheaper high-sulphur bunkers. This is no 
different from a modern “eco” vessel commanding a premium compared to older tonnage with higher fuel 
consumption rates.  

Will these premiums be sufficient to cover the installation cost of a scrubber? It will depend on what the actual bunker 
price spreads will be. It will also depend on the strength of the freight market, and therefore on the bargaining power 
of the shipowners versus the charterers. 

For the majority of bulkcarriers, the choice will be between 0.5% blends and marine gasoil. It’s by no means an obvious 
choice.  

Blends, using a mixture of high sulphur fuel oil and distillates such as vacuum gasoil, are expected to be the cheaper 
solution. However, these blends are not yet standardised and generally untested. There are serious concerns about 
their stability, especially when mixing blends from different suppliers. The risk is expensive damage to the engine.   

Therefore, at least in the initial stages in 2020, many shipowners will take the safe route and use tied-and-tested, but 
more expensive, MGO.  

There is no doubt that, in 2020, compliant fuels will be more expensive than what is burned today. IMO 2020 will push 
overall bunker costs upwards. And this will have plenty of implications.  

 

Thoughts on Scrubbers and IMO2020 



Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BPI TC Avg. usd/day 9,485 9,295 +2.0% -7.2%

 BPI 82 TC Avg. usd/day 10,983 10,865 +1.1% -6.8%

 P1 Transatlantic r/v usd/day 10,215 10,117 +1.0% +7.7%

 P2 Skaw-Gib Trip East usd/day 17,100 16,825 +1.6% +1.7%

 P3 Pacific r/v usd/day 7,979 7,621 +4.7% -19.8%

 1 Yr TC Period Panamax usd/day 11,000 11,000 +0.0% -6.4%

 1 Yr TC Period Kamsarmax usd/day 11,750 11,750 +0.0% -13.0%

Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BCI TC Avg. usd/day 8,596 6,624 +29.8% -52.5%

 C8 Transatlantic r/v usd/day 8,900 7,060 +26.1% -55.2%

 C14 China-Brazil r/v usd/day 8,500 6,964 +22.1% -50.4%

 C10 Pacific r/v usd/day 9,458 6,146 +53.9% -43.6%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 14,500 14,000 +3.6% -25.6%

dry cargo chartering 

Capesize rates kept on improving in all basins with the 5 TC reaching $8,596/d, almost $2,000/d higher compared 
to previous week. 
In the Pacific, the presence of all miners in market pushed freight levels up to $6.35/mt for mid-May dates, 
basically gaining one dollar in a week, while timecharter rates were agreed in the highs $9,000/d.  
The Saldanha Bay/Qingdao route was traded in the very high $9's/mt for mid-May lay/can. 
Some activity was recorded also from Brazil with Tubarao/Qingdao rumoured fixed very close to $14/mt basis 
May dates, which again means 1 dollar more compared to the previous week. 
In the Atlantic, the lack of spot vessels forced Charterers to pay up and thus TransAtlantic was concluded over 
$10,000/d for nicely described vessels. Also front hauls improved with around $19,500/20,000/d done as 
equivalent on voyage basis. 
Due to the rising market, short period activity was evident and $11000/11500/d was fixed for short period whilst 
one year period was traded at around $17,000/d for very nice candidates. 
 

Capesize Market 

Rates 

Panamax Market 

Rates 

During last week we had a slower Atlantic market due to the Easter holidays and the Greek Orthodox Easter, 
while a good number of fixtures were reported in F.East area. In Atlantic, an 82k dwt was reported fixed for trip 
via USEC to India at $20,500/d basis Aughinish dely, while a 76k dwt fixed $16,500/d basis Jorf trip via USG to 
F.East via Cape. Basis Jorf dely also a 75k dwt was reported fixed for Kamsar to Stade at $11,500/d. Basis Cont 
dely, an 82k dwt fixed basis Aughinish for a trip via Riga to Porto Torres with redely Gib at $11,250/d, while for 
quick trip within Cont a 75k dwt fixed basis Hamburg dely for trip via Ventspils with redely Cont at $10,000/d. In 
ECSAm, a 76k dwt was reported fixed for trip to F.East at $14,000/d + $400,000 bb while Kamsarmaxes were 
reported fixing around $15,250/d + $525,000 bb for similar business. For Cont redely a Kamsarmax was fixed at 
$15,250/d basis River Plate dely. In F.East, a 76k dwt was reported fixing petcoke business for NOPAC round at 
$10,000/d bss CJK dely, while for same dely an 82k dwt fixed trip via Hay Point to E.C.India at $9,000/d bss dop. A 
93k dwt instead was fixed basis Japan dely for trip loading in E.Australia to China redely at $9,750/d. For Indo-
round a 75k dwt was reported fixed at $9,000/d bss Guangzhou for trip via Indonesia to S.China redely, while a 
77k dwt was also reported fixed at $8,000/d for trip basis Hong Kong via Indonesia to S.China. 
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dry cargo chartering 

Supramax rates, due to a longer tonnage list and a low number of cargoes, fell last week and reached around 
$10,000/d for USG/Cont-Med, with Ultramax following at around $12,000/d, and around $15,000/16,000/d TCT 
direction East on Supramaxes. Handysizes’ levels were still very low: 32/35,000 dwt were seeing in the $6,000's/d 
for TCT to Med and the larger 37/39,000 dwt in the $7,000's/8,000/d. ECSAm market started to decline again and 
for T/A trips handysizes were fixing around $12,500/d, while trip F.East were getting numbers around $16,000/d 
and coastal trip within Brazil at $10,500/d. Supramaxes and Ultramaxes for trip via ECSAm to Cont/Med were 
fixed at around $15/16,000 and $17/17,500 respectively. Ultramax market was the only one to see a slight 
improvement, probably following what happened on Panamax. Trip to F.East remained stable at $13,250/d + 
$325,000 bb for Supra but went up for Ultra at $14,000/d + $400,000 bb. 

Supramax & Handysize Market 
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Last week both Handies and Supramax markets recorded low levels of activity and stable rates, with modern 
35,000 dwt achieving around $7,500/d basis dely Cont redely E.Med for carrying scrap and around $5,500/d from 
Cont to USG aps bss dely Cont redely USG. Activity was pretty stable for Supramax and Ultramax as well, with not 
much to report. Trips from Cont to E.Med on a 58,000 dwt were anyway around $9,000/d and around $16,000/d 
for front haul trips of 60 days to Singapore/Japan range. In Med, we were still here witnessing Handy Charterers 
willing to pay in the $4,000/d region for short trips from Canakkale via Black Sea to Egypt and Tunisia with 
Owners asking in the $6,000’s/d without success. If possibile, Supramax were suffering even more: a 56k was 
reported to have fixed only under $8,000/d for trip ex Canakkale with clinker to W.Africa. 

Market has started to show signs of improvement in the latest weeks. Supramax in week 16 were going around 
aps $8,500/8,570/d Mina Saqr to E.C.India and Ultramaxes were heard getting aps low/mid $9,000/d on same 
business. Last week rates improved over $1,000/d on same routes. A 53k dwt on Friday was heard to be on subs 
for trip to E.C.India with limestones via Mina Saqr at aps $10,000/d levels and during the week a 55k dwt was 
done in the low $9,000/d for similar trip but with W.C.India redely. From W.C.India, last week an Ultramax was 
fixed at mid $8,000/d for trip to F.East, and a 56k dwt was fixed at just under $9,000/d dop W.C.India for similar 
direction. Similar high $8,000/d rates were reported also for W.C.India trips to Bangladesh on Supramax. Rates 
from S.Africa also showed improvements with Ultramaxes seeing $12,000/d + $200,000 bb aps S.Africa for trips 
to F.East and, also for M.E.G./W.C.India redely, an Ultramax was heard to be fixed for $11,500/d + $150,000 bb.  
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Supra/Ultramax rates suffered a considerable decline before the holidays, before quicly recovering last week. 
Backhaul rates for trips from northern F.East to W.Africa still in the high $4,000’s/d level. This week’s trade was 
mostly active on coal shipments from S.E.Asia to China with larger interest for Ultramax sizes. A 63k delivering on 
passing Singapore was fixed at $12,500/d via Indonesia to S.China, for which a similar size with dely Shanghai area 
got $10,500/d, a 61,000 dwt was fixed at $13,500/d dely Indonesia redely Taiwan and, with a similar dely, a 
Tess58 got $13,650/d to S.China-CJK range. Nickel ore from Philippines to China reported a 63,000 dwt done at 
$9,250/d dely N.China and a Dolphin56 done at $9,500/d with dely S.China. Trading via Indonesia to the M.East 
showed a 60k done from Taiwan to the M.E.G. at $11,500/d and a 57k dwt booked from S.China to W.C.India at 
$7,750/d. Otherwise, a 54k delivered at Indonesia was fixed for a trip via Australia to China at$12,500d. 
Handysize market was more stable, with the 38k dwt keeping on fixing within the $7,500/8,500/d range, while a 
37k delivering at Indonesia carried a clinker cargo to China at $8,500/d. Smaller Handies kept struggling with low 
rates, including the 28k dwt delivering Singapore that was fixed to E.C.India at $5,500/d. 
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BSI TC Avg. usd/day 8,703 8,199 +6.1% -24.2%

 S4A 58 USG-Skaw/Pass usd/day 11,897 12,194 -2.4% -28.2%

 S9 58 WAF-ECSA-Med usd/day 8,368 8,529 -1.9% -21.2%

 S1B 58 Canakkale-FEast usd/day 12,450 12,457 -0.1% -28.8%

 S11 58 Pacific r/v usd/day 8,644 7,225 +19.6% -19.1%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 10,000 10,500 -4.8% -14.9%

 BHSI TC Avg. usd/day 5,831 5,861 -0.5% -34.7%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 8,750 8,750 +0.0% -10.3%
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W
Premium/  

Discount

Apr (19) usd/day 6,108 6,021 +1.4% -28.9%

May (19) usd/day 10,654 9,113 +16.9% +23.9%

Jun (19) usd/day 12,400 11,046 +12.3% +44.3%

Q3 (19) usd/day 14,704 14,021 +4.9% +71.1%

Q4 (19) usd/day 17,713 17,204 +3.0% +106.1%

Q1 (20) usd/day 13,129 12,925 +1.6% +52.7%

Cal 20 usd/day 14,705 14,138 +4.0% +71.1%

Cal 21 usd/day 13,929 13,538 +2.9% +62.0%

Cal 22 usd/day 13,625 13,404 +1.6% +58.5%

Apr (19) usd/day 9,046 9,088 -0.5% -4.6%

May (19) usd/day 9,496 9,338 +1.7% +0.1%

Jun (19) usd/day 9,590 9,417 +1.8% +1.1%

Q3 (19) usd/day 10,271 10,254 +0.2% +8.3%

Q4 (19) usd/day 10,821 10,725 +0.9% +14.1%

Q1 (20) usd/day 9,225 9,008 +2.4% -2.7%

Cal 20 usd/day 9,683 9,271 +4.4% +2.1%

Cal 21 usd/day 9,071 8,804 +3.0% -4.4%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,479 8,400 +0.9% -10.6%

Apr (19) usd/day 8,367 8,342 +0.3% -3.9%

May (19) usd/day 9,021 8,983 +0.4% +3.7%

Jun (19) usd/day 9,338 9,192 +1.6% +7.3%

Q3 (19) usd/day 10,150 10,138 +0.1% +16.6%

Q4 (19) usd/day 10,775 10,725 +0.5% +23.8%

Q1 (20) usd/day 8,938 8,600 +3.9% +2.7%

Cal 20 usd/day 10,054 9,721 +3.4% +15.5%

Cal 21 usd/day 9,479 9,242 +2.6% +8.9%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,921 8,642 +3.2% +2.5%

Apr (19) usd/day 6,356 6,663 -4.6% +9.0%

May (19) usd/day 7,088 7,250 -2.2% +21.6%

Jun (19) usd/day 7,488 7,588 -1.3% +28.4%

Q3 (19) usd/day 7,975 7,994 -0.2% +36.8%

Q4 (19) usd/day 8,813 8,850 -0.4% +51.1%

Q1 (20) usd/day 7,875 7,900 -0.3% +35.1%

Cal 20 usd/day 8,463 8,425 +0.5% +45.1%

Cal 21 usd/day 8,288 8,300 -0.1% +42.1%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,194 8,175 +0.2% +40.5%
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dry cargo chartering 

Dry Bulk FFAs (Baltic Forward Assessments) 
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 TD1 MEG-USG ws 20.11 20.91 -3.8% +11.7%

 TD1 MEG-USG usd/day -10,363 -7,935 -30.6% +28.4%

 TD2 MEG-Spore ws 42.38 44.25 -4.2% +7.3%

 TD3C MEG-China ws 41.58 43.58 -4.6% +6.0%

 TD3C MEG-China usd/day 10,268 13,731 -25.2% +136.4%

 TD15 WAF-China ws 44.52 45.63 -2.4% +11.8%

 Avg. VLCC TCE usd/day -48 2,898 -101.7% +99.1%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 30,000 30,000 +0.0% +50.0%

 TD6 BSea-Med ws 79.17 91.94 -13.9% +0.4%

 TD6 BSea-Med usd/day 11,082 20,395 -45.7% +64.8%

 TD20 WAF-Cont ws 61.25 70.91 -13.6% -0.6%

 MEG-EAST ws 70.00 65.63 +6.7% +14.8%

 TD23 MEG-Med ws 28.00 28.58 -2.0% +7.7%

 Avg. Suezmax TCE usd/day 9,769 17,441 -44.0% +68.0%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 22,500 23,000 -2.2% +40.6%

 TD7 NSea-Cont ws 95.56 92.19 +3.7% +3.6%

 TD7 NSea-Cont usd/day 6,723 4,715 +42.6% +259.9%

 TD17 Baltic-UKC ws 82.22 77.19 +6.5% +20.8%

 TD17 Baltic-UKC usd/day 13,976 11,044 +26.5% +2293.2%

 TD19 Med-Med ws 76.67 77.50 -1.1% -14.9%

 TD19 Med-Med usd/day 1,346 2,349 -43% -41.6%

 TD8 Kuwait-China ws 103.00 102.78 +0.2% +17.3%

 TD8 Kuwait-China usd/day 8,990 10,103 -11.0% +318.3%

 TD9 Caribs-USG ws 75.63 77.81 -2.8% -24.6%

 TD9 Caribs-USG usd/day -770 729 -205.6% -125.6%

 Avg. Aframax TCE usd/day 6,943 6,869 +1.1% +429.2%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 20,000 20,000 +0.0% +48.1%
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tanker chartering 

Vlccs "rally" went out of steam last week and market remained soft, with $ 4.85 mln confirmed for Hound Point 
to South Korea.  
On suezmax, rates down to around WS60 ex West Africa to Europe, below WS80 for Black Sea/Med and still at 
WS30 level for Basrah/West. MEG/East was buzy and a bit firmer, supported but good level of enquiry and a 
steady flow of Indian quoted and requoted cargoes, as vessels stuck at New Mangalore SPM kept on missing 
cancelling dates. 
Aframax market remained soft in Med but up to WS82.5 basis 100,000 mt from Baltic. Rates remained steady (at 
the bottom) in the USG/Caribs area whilst a bit firmer in the East. 
 

Crude Oil Tanker Market 
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tanker chartering 

Product Tanker Market 

Delays at Turkish Straits for Daylight Restricted Vessels 

East of Suez, LR2 rates on MEG/Japan routes increased up to WS102.5, MEG/UKC voyages up to $1.95 mln, while 
LR1 fixed for Eastern discharge firmed up at WS95. West of Suez, LR2 and LR1 trading UKC/Japan remained 
steady at $1.95 mln and $1.75 mln respectively.  
Clean Handysize in Med recorded further decreases on CrossMed routes, whose rates reached WS135, and Black 
Sea’ following at WS150 mark. In Cont, clean Handies involved in Baltic/UKC peaked at WS175 mid-week, before 
closing at around WS160 by Friday, while CrossCont trades followed at around WS150. Clean MR rates on the 
Cont to US destinations recorded a positive week, with rates reaching WS172.5 level on 37,000 mt, while back 
hauls remained steady at WS77.5 basis 38,000 mt.  
The dirty market in Med saw activity for Handysize and MRs not great at all after the Easter break. Just a few 
cargoes were fixed in Med basis 30,000 mt at WS125 level and a couple basis 45,000 mt at WS105/110 level. 
Market was extremely quiet out of Black Sea, thus rates slightly softened down to WS135/137.5 level basis 
30,000 mt. In Cont we recorded a bit more activity on Handysizes, nothing huge but enough to bring Baltic/UKC 
rates for 30,000 mt up to WS130. On dirty panamax side, again it was a very quiet week and rates for 55,000 mt 
on UKC/TA didn’t move from WS100 level. 
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 TC1 MEG-Japan ( 7 5 k ) ws 103.88 92.50 +12.3% +22.2%

 TC1 MEG-Japan ( 7 5 k ) usd/day 12,563 10,143 +23.9% +173.1%

 TC8 MEG-UKC ( 6 5 k ) usd/mt 24.65 23.37 +5.5% +18.7%

 TC5 MEG-Japan ( 5 5 k ) ws 95.89 90.00 +6.5% -11.9%

 TC5 MEG-Japan ( 5 5 k ) usd/day 6,458 5,918 +9.1% -7.7%

 TC2 Cont-USAC ( 3 7 k ) ws 168.06 139.17 +20.8% +15.7%

 TC2 Cont-USAC ( 3 7 k ) usd/day 15,040 10,308 +45.9% +101.4%

 TC14 USG-Cont ( 3 8 k ) ws 75.71 75.71 +0.0% -20.0%

 TC14 USG-Cont ( 3 8 k ) usd/day -972 -508 -91.3% -288.0%

 TC9 Baltic-UKC ( 2 2 k ) ws 161.43 169.29 -4.6% -2.2%

 TC6 Med-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 135.63 155.50 -12.8% -5.3%

 TC7 Spore-ECAu ( 3 0 k ) ws 171.72 174.72 -1.7% -9.2%

 TC7 Spore-ECAu ( 3 0 k ) usd/day 13,067 14,066 -7.1% +3.1%

 TC11 SK-Spore  ( 4 0 k ) usd/mt 11.46 12.27 -6.6% +12.6%

 MR Pacific Basket usd/day 9,526 10,999 -13.4% -0.1%

 MR Atlantic Basket usd/day 13,632 10,900 +25.1% +37.9%

 LR2 1 Year TC Period usd/day 20,000 20,000 +0.0% +42.9%

 MR2 1 Year TC Period usd/day 14,500 14,500 +0.0% +7.4%

 TD12 Cont-USG ( 5 5 k ) ws 101.88 102.50 -0.6% +0.6%

 TD18 Baltic-UKC ( 3 0 K) ws 130.00 127.58 +1.9% -13.3%

 BSea-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 135.0 140.0 -3.6% -34.9%

 Med-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 125.0 125.0 +0.0% -35.1%
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Northbound days 1.5 2.0 -25.0% -25.0%

 Southbound days 1.5 2.0 -25.0% -25.0%
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Unit 25-Apr 18-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 ConTex index 400 398 +0.5% -20.8%

 4250 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 8,953 8,775 +2.0% -18.3%

 3500 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 8,766 8,736 +0.3% -21.1%

 2700 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 9,015 8,994 +0.2% -21.1%

 2500 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 9,124 9,135 -0.1% -16.9%

 1700 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 8,219 8,152 +0.8% -23.9%

 1100 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 6,605 6,591 +0.2% -20.2%

Following the Holidays, no particular changes report in the chartering market compared to previous weeks. 

containers 

VHSS Containership Timecharter Assessment 
(source: Hamburg Shipbrokers’ Association) 

Containership Market 

Shanghai Containerized Freight Index 
(source: Shanghai Shipping Exchange) 
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Comprehensive Index index 778 762 +2.1% +2.3%

 Services:

 Shanghai - North Europe usd/teu 717 638 +12.4% -7.4%

 Shanghai - Mediterranean usd/teu 726 717 +1.3% +4.6%

 Shanghai - WC USA usd/feu 1,538 1,538 +0.0% +9.6%

 Shanghai - EC USA usd/feu 2,705 2,634 +2.7% +14.1%

 Shanghai - Dubai usd/teu 682 702 -2.8% +56.4%

 Shanghai - Santos usd/teu 1,139 1,230 -7.4% -46.6%

 Shanghai - Singapore usd/teu 142 142 +0.0% +0.7%

market report - week 17/2019 

Recent Fixtures 

Vessel Name Built TEUs TEU@14 Gear Fixture Period Rates 

Skiathos 2013 6,881 4,990 no fixed to Marfret 12 m $25,250/d 

Maliakos 2012 4,398 2,810 no extended to kmtc 6 weeks $9,000/d 

Banak 2014 2,014 2,546 yes fixed to Seatrade 5/6 m $10,600/d 

Jennifer Schepers 2009 1,794 1,312 yes extended to Zim 5/6 m $8,350/d 

Pocahontas 2007 1,294 925 yes extended to Cma Cgm 5/7 m $7,700/d 

Max Stability 2006 724 440 no fixed to Transinsular 1/2 m €4,900/d 



Type Size Built Yard Buyers Price Comment 

Bulk 210,000 dwt 1H 2021 Qingdao Beihai, China Cosco Bulk Shipping n.a. 3 units 

Bulk 208,000 cbm 1H 2021 Cosco HI Yangzho Cosco Bulk Shipping 54 8+2 opt 

Bulk 63,500 dwt 2020/2021 New Dayang, China CDB FL n.a. 4 units 
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Newbuilding Prices (usd mln)

Ultramax LR2 MR2

3 yrs 5 yrs 7 yrs 10 yrs 15 yrs 20 yrs

 USD 2.33 2.34 2.41 2.51 2.63 2.69

 Euro -0.12 0.04 0.23 0.51 0.86 1.03

Libor USD Libor Euro Euribor Euro

 6 Months 2.62 -0.31 -0.23

 12 Months 2.72 -0.20 -0.11

In the tanker segment, still Owners feeding with tonnage for Shell’s Project Solar Chemical: Eships (part of Tristar 
Group), Dubai ordered 6 x 50,000 dwt at Hyundai Mipo, Korea for delivery 2020/2021 at $38 m each (Tier-III, 
Imo-2). Otherwise, Livanos Group placed order at Hyundai Mipo, Korea for 2+1 x 50,000 dwt  for delivery 2020 at 
around $37 mln. 
In the dry bulk segment, Cosco Bulk Shipping signed 2 deals on Newcastlemax: 3 x 210,000 dwt at Qingdao Beihai, 
China (CSIC) for delivery from first half 2021 scrubber fitted at undisclosed levels, and 8+2 x 208,000 dwt at Cosco 
HI Yangzhou, China for delivery 1st H2021 at around $54 mln, each scrubber fitted. Both orders have been fixed 
long term to Chalco for transportation of bauxite from Guinea to China. China Development Bank Financial 
Leasing (CDB FL) placed order for Ultramax 4 x 63,500 dwt at New Dayang, China for delivery 2020/2021 at 
undisclosed price. Wisdom Marine Taiwan ordered at Namura Japan 2 type of tonnage: one 63,500 dwt for 
delivery 2021 at $31 mln and one 38,000 dwt for delivery 2021 at $25.5 mln. 
 

Newbuilding Market 

Newbuilding Reported Orders 

Indicative Newbuilding Prices (China) 

sale & purchase 

Interest Rates 

Interest Rate Swaps 
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Unit 01-Apr-19 M-o-M Y-o-Y

 Capesize usd mln 49.1 +0.2% +6.5%

 Ultramax usd mln 26.2 -0.1% +3.3%

 Supramax usd mln 23.2 +0.0% +3.3%

 VLCC usd mln 84.3 +0.3% +5.2%

 LR2 Coated usd mln 46.7 -0.0% +5.3%

 MR2 Coated usd mln 33.7 -0.5% +1.3%

26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 USD/Euro 1.11 1.13 -1.0% -8.5%

 Yen/USD 111.6 112.0 -0.3% +2.1%

 SK Won/USD 1,161 1,137 +2.1% +7.4%

Exchange Rates 

market report - week 17/2019 



 TYPE VESSEL NAME DWT BLT YARD BUYERS PRICE NOTE 

Bulk Alam Pintar 87,052 2005 IHI Chinese buyers 9.1   

Bulk Erato 74,444 2004 Hudong Chinese buyers 7 SS/DD due 

Bulk Conti Larimar 57,075 2011 Taizhou Sanfu Undisclosed 9   

Bulk Bulk Paraiso 53,500 2007 Iwagi C.of Tanto 10.5   

Bulk New Glory 30,750 2007 Shahaiguan Turkish buyers 7.25   

Bulk Ratu Tembaga 28,554 2004 Imabari South East Asian 5.5   

Crude Ninawa 320,000 2019 Samsung Greek buyers 88   

Crude Diyala 320,000 2019 Samsung Greek buyers 88   
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Unit 29-Apr 22-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Dry Bulk usd/ldt 446.5 448.9 -0.5% +1.7%

 Dirty Tanker usd/ldt 451.5 453.8 -0.5% +3.6%

 Clean Tanker usd/ldt 449.0 450.4 -0.3% +2.4%

sale & purchase 

Secondhand Market 

Baltic Secondhand Assessments 

Baltic Demolition Assessment (Subcontinent) 
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Unit 29-Apr 22-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Capesize usd mln 35.6 35.6 +0.0% +5.5%

 Panamax usd mln 21.2 21.2 +0.1% -2.1%

 Supramax usd mln 17.6 17.7 -0.4% -2.4%

 VLCC usd mln 67.5 67.3 +0.3% +9.9%

 Aframax usd mln 33.7 33.6 +0.3% +12.9%

 MR Product usd mln 27.8 27.8 +0.2% +8.5%

market report - week 17/2019 

In the dry market, most of sales reported during the week were focused on vintage tonnage. A Post-Panamax 
controlled by Singaporean “Alam Pintar” around 87k dwt 2005 built IHI was sold at $9.1 mln to Chinese buyers.  
Always concerning Panamax, a Greek controlled unit “Erato” around 74k built 2004 Hudong (SS/DD due Aug 
2019) was sold at $7 mln. to Greeks, in line with last 2004 Panamax “Cemtex Pioneer” around 77k dwt built 2004 
CSBC done at $7.3 mln (basis SS/DD due in 2019). In the Supramax segment, a Japanese controlled unit “Bulk 
Paraiso” around 53k dwt built 2007 Iwagi sold for $10.5 mln to Indonesians. In the Handy sector, two small 
Handysizes (around 28k dwt) were reported during the week “Ratu Tembaga” around 28k dwt built 2004 Imabari 
at $5,75 mln to Lebanese buyers and ”Dauntless” around 28k dwt built 2002 Imabari to Middle Eastern buyers for 
region $5.25 mln. In March, “Estia” around 28k dwt built 2004 Shin Kochi was done at $5.9 mln. In the tanker 
market, two resales VLCCs, “Ninawa” and “Diyala” around 320k dwt built 2019 in Samsung, were bought at $88 
mln each by Greek buyers. Furthermore, two German controlled Suezmax “Ds Symphony” and “Ds Melody” 
around 150k dwt built 2001 Sasebo were sold at $11.5 mln each (basis SS/DD due). In the product sector, two 
Handy tankers “Nord Nightingale” and “Nord Snow Queen” around 38k dwt built 2008 GSI were sold to C.of M 
Sea Capital at $13 mln each. Deal is backed by 2+1 (optional) TC back to Norden at $13.4 p/day.  

Secondhand Reported Sales 



news banchero costa 

Dry Bulk Commodities 

Congo Republic ships first iron ore ahead of expected production boom  
Congo Republic shipped its first iron ore exports on April 19 ahead of an expected boom in production from mines 
owned by Congolese billionaire Paul Obambi's Sapro SA and Swiss commodities giant Glencore. Sapro mined the oil-
dependent Central African country's first iron ore in 2017 from its Mayoko project in the southwest and plans to reach 
output of 12 million tonnes per year by 2022. 
China's iron and steel association warns on overcapacity, shrinking profits  
China's Iron and Steel Association said on April 28 the industry faces ongoing risks from excess capacity, as well as 
sluggish demand and increased raw material costs that could squeeze profits. The country's sprawling steel sector, 
which has cut 150 million tonnes of steel production over the past three years, was "far from achieving it tasks" amid 
Beijing's supply-side reforms, the association said in an online statement. 
Canada to enact final tariffs for two types of steel 
Canada said on April 26 it would enact final special tariffs, called safeguards, to protect Canadian steel workers’ jobs in 
the face of foreign steel being dumped on the Canadian market. The Department of Finance said that based on a 
Canadian International Trade Tribunal (CITT) report the government would enact final safeguards for imports on heavy 
plate and stainless steel wire. Safeguards are emergency measures allowed under international trade law to respond 
to a sudden rise in imports. 
Canadian farm exports run into Chinese wall amid diplomatic dispute  
An expanding list of Canadian farm exports is hitting obstacles at Chinese ports, leaving sellers of soybeans, peas and 
pork scrambling amid a bitter diplomatic dispute. China has already blocked Canadian canola from Richardson 
International and Viterra, two of Canada's biggest farm exporters, saying that shipments had pests. Other China-bound 
canola cargoes have been cancelled, forcing exporters to re-sell elsewhere at discount. 
India hikes wheat import duty to support local farmers  
India has raised its import duty on wheat to 40 percent from 30 percent, the government said late on April 26, as the 
world's No. 2 producer of the grain tries to support local farmers. The step comes as Prime Minister Narendra Modi's 
party looks to contain rural discontent due to lower crop prices amid voting in a general election that began on April 11 
and ends on May 19.  Local wheat prices have fallen over 11 percent in 2019 due to ample supply from last year's crop 
and forecasts of record output. India has raised the price at which it buys new-season wheat from local farmers by 6 
percent to 1,840 rupees per 100 kg for 2019.  
China's Australian coking coal imports double in March from Feb 
China's imports of Australian coking coal nearly doubled in March from a month earlier, customs data showed on April 
25, as a flurry of shipments were accepted after being delayed at customs clearance for more than a month. Arrivals of 
Australian coking coal were at 2.23 million tonnes last month, up 92 percent from 1.16 million tonnes in February, 
according to data released by the General Administration of Customs on April 25. 
China’s huge grain stockpiles set to linger through next year  
China may be a minor participant in global grain trade, especially relative to the volume it consumes, but recent policy 
changes, the trade war with the United States, and the spread of African swine fever in its hog herds have drawn 
traders' attention to all things China. The general theme of large grain stockpiles in China is not expected to change 
anytime soon, according to a recent report from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s attaché in Beijing, but the 
prognosis is more encouraging for corn than for wheat when it comes to reducing inventory. 
Swine fever will hurt Brazil soy exports, lift China meat sales 
Brazilian soy exports to China will definitely decline this year as African swine fever in the world's No. 2 economy cuts 
demand for the animal feed, but potential growth in meat exports would offset this, Brazil's agriculture minister said 
on April 22. Speaking in a huddle with journalists, Tereza Cristina Dias said a Chinese outbreak of African swine fever, 
which kills pigs but poses no danger to humans, threatens yet offers opportunities for Brazil's agricultural exports. 
Tata Steel assures buyers after Port Talbot explosion 
India-based steelmaker Tata Steel has said it is aiming to "minimise any impact" on production at its Port Talbot plant 
in the UK after an explosion at the facility on April 26 at 03:30 BST. The company said the blast was caused by a spillage 
of molten iron that led to a number of fires, which have now been extinguished. Two employees suffered minor 
injuries. By 07:30 the site had been completely reopened to allow a damage assessment to be carried out, Tata said. 
 

Source: Refinitiv / Argus Media 
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news banchero costa 

Oil & Gas 

U.S. to end all waivers on imports of Iranian oil, crude price jumps 
The United States on April 22 demanded that buyers of Iranian oil stop purchases by May 1 or face sanctions, a move 
to choke off Tehran’s oil revenues which sent crude prices to six-month highs on fears of a potential supply crunch. 
The Trump administration on April 22 said it will not renew exemptions granted last year to buyers of Iranian oil, a 
more stringent than expected decision that caught several key importers who have been pleading with Washington to 
continue buying Iranian oil sanctions-free. 
China complains to U.S. over end to Iran oil sanction waivers 
China’s Foreign Ministry said on April 23 it has formally complained to the U.S. over its decision to end waivers on 
sanctions on Iranian oil imports, adding another fault line to already complicated Beijing-Washington ties. China is 
resolutely opposed to the U.S. enforcing unilateral sanctions or “long armed jurisdiction”, Geng Shuang, a ministry 
spokesman, told a daily news briefing. “The decision from the U.S. will contribute to volatility in the Middle East and in 
the international energy market. We urge the United States to take a responsible attitude and play a constructive role, 
not the opposite,” Geng said. 
Japan expects little impact from U.S. scrapping Iran oil waivers 
Japan expects a limited impact from the U.S. decision not to renew waivers previously granted on Iran oil import 
sanctions, the country’s trade and industry minister said on April 23. Speaking at a regular press conference, Japan’s 
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) Hiroshige Seko told reporters the government did not see any need to 
tap national oil reserves following the U.S. decision. Japan, the world’s fourth-biggest oil consumer, has been reducing 
its reliance on Iranian crude supplies. Iran now accounts for about 3 percent of purchases, Seko said. expects  
Trump says he told OPEC to lower oil prices  
U.S. President Donald Trump said on April 26 he called the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and told 
the cartel to lower oil prices. "Gasoline prices are coming down. I called up OPEC, I said you've got to bring them down. 
You've got to bring them down," Trump told reporters. 
Putin hopes Iran will continue oil exports despite U.S. warning  
Russian President Vladimir Putin said on April 27 he hoped Iranian oil exports would continue despite Washington's 
efforts to stop them. Washington has demanded that buyers of Iranian crude halt purchases by May 1 or face 
sanctions, a move to choke off Tehran’s oil revenues.  The U.S. expects Saudi Arabia and its Gulf allies to boost output 
in order to offset the cut in Iranian supplies. But Putin, in Beijing to attend an investment conference, said he was 
unaware of any Saudi intention to increase production. Asked about Saudi Arabia's position on offsetting the Iranian 
volumes taken off the world market, he told reporters: "I hope this does not happen in the end - but theoretically 
speaking, we have agreements under OPEC+."  
Putin flags wider investigation into contaminated Russian oil 
Russia's pipeline monopoly Transneft is investigating a case of contaminated oil, Russian President Vladimir Putin said 
on April 27, adding that this could lead to a wider inquiry, possibly including law enforcement agencies. Poland, 
Germany, Ukraine and some other countries suspended imports of Russian oil via the Druzhba pipeline this week due 
to the contamination. Russia said it plans to restore the pipeline to Europe to stability in two weeks. 
U.S. oil shipments sailing for Australia highlight growing reach  
Two cargoes of U.S. crude oil have been booked to sail to Australia, trade sources and data companies said, 
highlighting the increasing global reach of exports from the U.S. Aframax tanker Esther Spirit loaded U.S. oil in early 
April at Enterprise Houston Terminal and is scheduled to discharge at Kwinana in Western Australia on May 20, ship-
tracking data from Refinitiv and Vortexa showed. BP Plc chartered the Silver Sun, an Aframax, to load from the U.S. 
Gulf Coast this week to Kwinana for $2.35 million, according to a shipbroker and Refinitiv data. BP operates a refinery 
at Kwinana producing fuels for Western Australia.  
Trafigura ships its first-ever West Texas Light cargo 
Trafigura exported its first-ever cargo of U.S. West Texas Light (WTL) oil last month, according to a source familiar with 
the matter, sending the shipment to South Korea, which has been testing this oil as a replacement for Iranian barrels. 
Reuters reported earlier this month that South Korea has been testing WTL, a super-light oil, as a possible substitute 
for Iranian condensate as it seeks alternatives for those shipments after Washington reimposed sanctions on the 
Middle Eastern nation. Trafigura, one of the largest exporters of U.S. crude, sold the cargo in March, the source said 
last week, asking not to be named. The company declined to comment.   
Source: Refinitiv 
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Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Wheat usd/t 430.3 440.8 -2.4% -14.8%

 Corn usd/t 353.3 358.3 -1.4% -10.1%

 Soybeans usd/t 853.0 878.5 -2.9% -19.0%

 Palm Oil usd/t 512.3 529.7 -3.3% -15.7%

Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Iron Ore (Platts) usd/t 93.2 93.2 -0.0% +42.7%

 Iron Ore China @Tangshan rmb/t 684.0 677.0 +1.0% +47.1%

 Rebar in China rmb/t 4,145 4,148 -0.1% +5.3%

 Plate in China rmb/t 4,150 4,167 -0.4% -2.7%

 HR Coil in China rmb/t 4,137 4,134 +0.1% -1.6%

 CR Sheet in China rmb/t 4,503 4,520 -0.4% -1.8%

Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Steam @ Richards Bay usd/t 71.4 69.0 +3.5% -25.0%

 Steam @ Newcastle usd/t 87.9 84.5 +4.1% -9.6%

 Coking Coal Australia usd/t 204.3 204.0 +0.1% +8.4%

Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Crude Oil Brent usd/bbl 71.8 72.6 -1.1% -3.8%

 Crude Oil WTI usd/bbl 62.9 65.6 -4.1% -7.6%

 Crude Oil Dubai usd/bbl 71.2 73.9 -3.7% +0.0%

 Natural Gas Henry Hub usd/mmbtu 2.55 2.52 +1.2% -7.9%

 Gasoline Nymex usd/gal 2.08 2.13 -2.3% -1.9%

 ICE Gasoil usd/t 623.3 647.3 -3.7% -4.6%

 Naphtha Tokyo usd/t 583.2 583.0 +0.0% -3.9%

 Jet-Kerosene Asia usd/bbl 82.5 82.9 -0.4% -3.1%

Unit 26-Apr 19-Apr W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Rotterdam usd/t 433.5 420.5 +3.1% +12.2%

 Gibraltar usd/t 457.0 445.5 +2.6% +11.5%

 Singapore usd/t 447.5 427.0 +4.8% +6.3%

 Rotterdam usd/t 467.0 463.0 +0.9% +10.7%

 Gibraltar usd/t 485.0 467.0 +3.9% +11.5%

 Singapore usd/t 480.0 468.0 +2.6% +6.4%

 Rotterdam usd/t 621.0 603.0 +3.0% -0.6%

 Gibraltar usd/t 666.0 659.0 +1.1% -2.8%

 Singapore usd/t 631.5 627.0 +0.7% -4.6%
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In addition to regular market reports, banchero costa research recognize the need for bespoke 
reports & analysis, tailored to specific client needs.  

Reports can be produced on a wide range of shipping markets including dry bulk, tankers, gas & 
containers. In addition in-depth reports can be produced on specific commodity markets.  

To discuss individual requirements please contact:  

Phone: +65 6327 6863 

 Email: research@bancosta.com 

Legal notice:   The information and data contained in this presentation is derived from a variety of sources, own and third party’s, public and private, and 

is provided for information purposes only.   

Whilst banchero costa has used reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information in this presentation, banchero costa makes no 

warranties or representations as to the accuracy of any information contained herein or accuracy or reasonableness of conclusions drawn there from.  

Although some forward-looking statements are made in the report, banchero costa cannot in any way guarantee their accuracy or reasonableness. 

banchero costa assumes no liabilities or responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content of this report. 


